COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE

LICENSED CONTRACTORS TO PROVIDE ALL MATERIALS AND INSTALLATION SERVICES OF REFLECTIVE RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS (RRPM)

RFB #TLARC-705

ADDENDUM NO. 1
October 7, 2020

CERTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDUM

I certify that I have received this addendum on behalf of the company listed below.

Signed: ___________________________________________ Dated: ___________________

Name and title: ________________________________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________________________________
ADDENDUM NO. 1  
TO RFB #TLARC-705

1.0 This addendum is considered to be part of the Request for Bid (RFB), Public Works Project. All other terms of the RFB remain unchanged and in effect. This addendum is intended to provide additional information and/or to change requirements in the above referenced RFB. Any information contained herein will be considered part of the RFB and as such will be used in the evaluation of the bid responses. Attention all potential bidders, if you have already submitted your proposal prior to the bid closing date, please review this addendum and re-submit your bid response, should this addendum modify your initial bid response.

2.0 To verify that all Vendors have received a copy of this addendum, please sign the cover page of this addendum and return it with your proposal to:

County of Riverside  
Purchasing and Fleet Services  
Attn: Henry Robles  
RFB# TLARC-705  
2980 Washington Street  
Riverside, CA  92504  
or  
Email: henryrobles@rivco.org

3.0 The information in this addendum is primarily the result of written questions submitted by contractors.

4.0 Clarifications from the County:

4.1 Question 1 – Per Instructions to Bidder, we are to include Agreement pages 12 and 13, are the Agreement pages to be included in the submission with the bid package or will they be required by the lowest bidder after award?  
Response from the County - They will be required by the lowest bidder after award

4.2 Question 2 – Are Stamped Traffic Control Plans required for each task order or call out?  
County Response: No

4.3 Question 3 – Will Information Letters be required for distribution prior to commencement of work?  
County Response: No

4.4 Question 4 – Is temporary no parking signs required prior to the commencement of work?  
County Response: No

4.5 Question 5 – Since there is a significant installation process between surface applied markers and recessed markers, what process will be required for this contract?  
County Response: This contract is only for surface mounted markers

4.6 Question 6 – Will the county provide the street list required for surface applied markers and recessed installed markers?  
County Response: The County will provide the street and limits of work to be done.
4.7 **Question 7** – Will the county provide quantity of recessed markers required for this contract
**County Response:** There are no quantities for recessed markers.

4.8 **Question 8** – Will the removal of existing RPMs be required for this contract? If so where will they be paid for?
**County Response:** Yes and will be included in the price please read the contract language.

4.9 **Question 9** – Per bid items provided, the description calls for “All Inclusive Cost per Pavement Marker, but the total is based on a lump sum value. My question is will the county pay for the item on a per each unit or will it be based on the lump sum value. If it is lump sum, what it the quantity to be based on? If it will be paid per each, will the County provide the proper unit to be installed to associate with bid quantity?

4.10 **County Response:** The county shall pay for the item on a per each unit cost and the cost shall be all inclusive, as stated in the bid document. The County shall provide the amount of units to be installed since this will be an on-call agreement.

4.11 **Question 10** – Is the agency requiring the contractor to carry both a C-32 & C-31 to bid this project or can we bid this project with only a C-
**County Response:** Need to have both